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Introduction 

 In her 2008 work Doo yoo ne ga’ bia’: De la casa del ombligo a las nueve cuartas, Irma 

Pineda Santiago writes about life in her village. She describes the daily life of her home town 

Juchitán, writing, first in Isthmus Zapotec, then in Spanish: 

Ni rizaaca yoo 

 

Cabidxia’ ti berelele 

ma zeeda nisaguié 

ti gunaa cuchahui’ dxuladi 

ti ni guyé rañaa que gué.’ 

 

Ca xcuidi ca caguíteca ndaani’ beñe 

ti badudxapahuiini’ cuchuugu’ guie’ 

ti bi’cu’ caduxhu bihui 

ne biaani’ ridxi’ ma cayé. 

 

Biaani’ ridxi’ ma zié 

caxhiini ndaani’ guidxiguie’ 

binnigola cagaanda ruaa yoo  

nuu tu laa guuze ma che’ 

xcuidi canachesaru’ nayeche 

neca ma cayaba nisaguié.    

 

Imágenes del pueblo 

 

Canta el alcaraván  

la lluvia se acerca 

una mujer prepara el chocolate  

para que beban los que vienen del campo. 

 

Los niños juegan en el lodo 

y una niña corta una flor 

mientras un perro ladra a los puercos. 

 

La luz del día se va 

anochece en este pueblo flor 

los ancianos se refrescan en la puerta de sus casas 

otros se van a pescar  

los niños alegres saltan 

aunque la lluvia los moja ya. 
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          (56-57) 1 

The poem, “Ni rizaaca yoo/Imágenes del pueblo,” is from the second section of the collection, 

entitled “Guendanabani/La vida”. The larger work is divided into three parts: “Doo yoo/La casa 

del ombligo”, “Guendanabani/La vida”, and “Ga’bia’/las nueve cuartas”. These three parts work 

in conjunction, depicting the cycle of birth, life, and death. The poems in the first section talk 

about pregnancy and birth, while the final section touches on death and loss. The second section 

is comprised of a series of poems that describe Pineda Santiago’s home community in southern 

Mexico, bringing it to life in rich sensorial detail, as seen in “Imágenes del pueblo”. Pairing 

Isthmus Zapotec with Spanish, the work draws the reader into proximity with the sights and 

sounds of a multilingual, indigenous community. Through detail, Pineda Santiago gives a 

textured view of her world, depicting the specificity of her own personal experience and of her 

community.  

As I will argue in this thesis, such specificity pushes back against dominant sociopolitical 

narratives in Mexico, which have collapsed the complexity of indigenous cultures and languages, 

erasing their nuances. These narratives of erasure marginalize indigenous language and place 

indigeneity in a dichotomous relation with dominant culture. I theorize that Pineda Santiago’s 

work creates a space where such binary logics are disrupted. Her work gives a texture to life and 

language by capturing the nuance and detail which is often lost or erased within dominant 

mythologies. When speaking of “texture,” I refer to the way in which the work brings out the 

sensorial specificities of lived experience, particularly of language and sound. By providing this 

                                                           
1 Images of the Town: The bittern sings/the rain moves closer/a woman prepares the chocolate/ 

so that those who come from the field can drink it/the children play in the mud/and a girl cuts a 

flower/while a dog barks at pigs/the light of day leaves/night falls on this flower town/the elderly 

cool down in the doorways of their homes/others go to fish/the happy children leap/even though 

the rain already gets them wet.  
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texture, the work draws together both joy and loss, allowing both to share narrative and affective 

space. I, thus, propose that Pineda Santiago’s poetry demonstrates a new possibility for rewriting 

cultural mythologies of violence and erasure. 

 

Irma Pineda Santiago: Personal and National Histories 

In order to understand the linguistic and sociopolitical dimensions of her work, it is 

important to understand Irma Pineda Santiago within context. Irma Pineda Santiago is a poet of 

Zapotecan descent, born in the village of Juchitán in Oaxaca, Mexico. She began writing over 

twenty years ago and has since published at least five bilingual poetry collections. Raised 

speaking both a regional dialect of Spanish and Isthmus Zapotec (diidxazá), Pineda Santiago 

self-translates her poems and presents them side-by-side with the Spanish following the Zapotec 

version of each piece. She describes this process, however, not as translation per se, but as an act 

of dual creation, what she calls “parallel” or “mirror” poems (Call “Carrying Words”). Pineda 

Santiago explains that “no puedo concebir el mundo, la vida, el pensamiento, los sueños, en un 

solo idioma, que todo es mucho más rico y hermoso…en mis dos lenguas”2 (“Mis dos lenguas” 

162). While the spirit of the mirrored poems may match, many of the pieces are not identical. 

Rather, differences arise out of and because of the specificity of each language. Pineda Santiago 

explains that “no logramos el traslado de las palabras, al final nos queda la idea, los sentimientos, 

las emociones, dos imágenes que buscan ser espejos”3 (Pineda Santiago qtd in Call “To Be”). 

This aspect of her work is not immediately apparent to readers who only know Spanish, or who 

access her work in English. Translator Wendy Call, who has translated two of Pineda Santiago’s 

                                                           
2 I cannot conceive the world, life, thoughts, dreams, in only one language, everything is much 

more rich and beautiful in my two languages. 
3 We don’t try to translate the words, in the end the idea remains, the feelings, the emotions, two 

images that seek to be mirrors.  
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collections into English, explains that, in order to translate the poems while having little 

knowledge of Zapotec, she started working with the Spanish version of each piece and then 

requested literal, Spanish translations of the Zapotec in order to properly convey the full spirit of 

each mirrored poem in English. These literal translations, Call notes, were often very different 

from the original (published) Spanish versions of the poems both in content and form, even while 

they ultimately conveyed a common idea. Yet, despite the differences that may be hidden to non-

Zapotec speakers, Pineda Santiago uses her poetry to accentuate the contact zone between the 

two languages. By printing the languages side-by-side her work begs readers to consider the 

nuanced relationship between Spanish and Isthmus Zapotec, politically, socially, linguistically, 

and visually.  

Pineda Santiago’s work is highly personal and specific while also taking on sociopolitical 

and linguistic dimensions. In an interview held in 2013, Pineda Santiago spoke about her 

relationship to poetry, explaining that she found solace in reading and writing during the difficult 

times in her life. She grew up in an indigenous community in the village of Juchitán, and when 

she was a child, her father worked the land. She explains that he often fought a losing battle to 

keep that land, a not uncommon struggle faced by indigenous communities in Mexico and many 

other countries. Pineda Santiago explains that this struggle caused “una ruptura familial,”4 and so 

she turned to reading and writing as a refuge. When she was older, she was sent to the city to 

study. “Me cuesta mucho,”5 she expresses. Not only was she unable to hear or speak Zapotec, but 

her Spanish was regional, “distinto; no fue español del centro.”6 During this period, she turned to 

her poetry to escape feelings of isolation. It became the means through which she maintained 

                                                           
4 a familial rupturing 
5 it cost me a lot; this phrase implies both physical and emotional weight, difficulty, and struggle 
6 distinct; it wasn’t Spanish from the city 
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connection with her community and the Zapotec language. Thus, she explains, poetry has saved 

her both personally and socially. For Pineda Santiago, the act of writing in her own language, 

“en las lenguas originarias,”7 and creating “mirror poems” in Spanish honors the specificity of 

the Zapotec language. This act, she argues, has the power to protect cultural memory and restore 

language and culture (“Poesía indígena”).  

As her own discussion of cultural memory might suggest, Pineda Santiago’s work cannot 

be discussed or understood outside of the larger histories and narratives that have affected and 

continue to affect indigenous communities and languages in Mexico. While I discuss these 

histories more closely in chapter 1, I will briefly outline the way in which Mexico’s immense 

linguistic and cultural diversity has been largely erased over the last 500 years. Starting as early 

as colonization, at the beginning of the 16th century, indigenous languages and cultures were 

expected to be “pure” and unchanging. In early documentation efforts, differences between both 

languages and dialects were often erased to fit European models of linguistic unity. During this 

time, languages were believed to reflect spiritual or biological human difference. As such, 

languages were seen as being prior to human intervention and, thus, static indicators of ethnic 

groups and, later, nations and units for colonial control. Often, languages were recorded and 

demarcated based purely on colonial administrative districts, while the nuances of cultures and 

languages were collapsed and erased (Irvine and Gal 49-50). With the rise of nationalism in the 

late 1700s and early 1800s, language became a means through which creoles framed their 

national identity. Mexican creoles (criollos),8 in an effort to distance themselves from Spain, 

                                                           
7 in the native/originary languages 
8 Creole or criollo is a term originally used in the Spanish-colonial caste system to refer to those 

who were of pure or nearly pure Spanish descent. Criollos were considered socially superior to 

those of mixed ancestry, such as mestizos (mixed Spanish and indigenous ancestry), and those of 

pure indigenous ancestry. While creoles were at the top of the social hierarchy in the Spanish 
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upheld purist forms of indigenous languages; that is, languages that remained static and had not 

intermixed with Spanish. Because indigenous languages did not actually remain static over the 

300 years since colonial contact, national identity for creoles was based upon oversimplified 

ideas of indigeneity that marginalized and erased actual indigenous experience and expression. 

After the Mexican-Revolution (which lasted from 1910 to 1920), came a period of forced 

assimilation, which was replaced in the 1970s with a neoliberal model of multiculturalism that 

currently maps languages to ethnicity, once more eliding the nuances of cultural and linguistic 

exchange and difference (Armstrong-Fumero, De Korne).    

 

Writing While Indigenous: Authenticity and Transparency 

Today, Pineda Santiago is among a small number of indigenous Mexican poets both 

writing in their native language and self-translating their work. Yet, as the history provided 

above suggests, Pineda Santiago is writing in a sociopolitical context which places many 

obstacles on indigenous expression and voice. Many scholars argue that the 1980s marked a 

resurgence in indigenous Mexican literature of which Pineda Santiago is a part. However, this 

resurgence has been far from unproblematic as there is often a high demand placed on writers 

and their work to be representative of a hegemonically defined “authentic” indigenous subject 

(Armstrong-Fumero, Call “To Be”, Mejía Amador). For example, many writers have criticized 

Mexican literary awards for requiring that submissions demonstrate work “whose lexis, images, 

and beliefs are of indigenous origin, as if such identity were fixed and could be defined based on 

its dichotomy with Western culture” (Mejía Amador 224). As such, both indigenous writers and 

their work are placed under demands to represent an imagined form of authenticity, a form of 

                                                           

colonies, they were considered to be socially inferior to Peninsulares, that is, Spaniards in Spain. 

This became one of the factors that lead creoles to support independence movements.     
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authenticity which is simultaneously used to confirm a Mexican nationalistic identity 

(Armstrong-Fumero, Call “To Be”, Mejía Amador). 

Moreover, indigenous literature is also placed under a high demand for clarity. That is, it 

is expected to be accessible and understandable to a Spanish-speaking audience. This expectation 

is apparent when looking at a series of works that are posted on the Mexican government’s 

website. In 2008, the Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas9 published 

several prose and poetry collections by various indigenous writers. This project included Irma 

Pineda Santiago’s work Doo yoo ne ga’ bia’: De la casa del ombligo a las nueve cuartas. All the 

works in the series are bilingual, matching indigenous-language poetry or prose with Spanish 

translations (“Libros en lenguas indigenas”). Pineda Santiago’s poems are, as noted, not always 

exact translations, and it would be reductive to say that any of these authors produce bilingual 

works solely because of sociopolitical pressures. Of course, translation in some form is 

inevitable in a multilingual context. However, I believe it cannot be denied that there is a 

particular hegemonic demand for clarity placed on indigenous language literature, a demand 

which is not limited to but often intersects with translation.  

Taking my cue from Édouard Glissant, I want to discuss the way in which demands for 

transparency directly impact Irma Pineda Santiago as an indigenous writer. Glissant was writing 

from an Afro Caribbean context with its own specific colonial legacies; however, I find his 

theories particularly useful here. In his work, Glissant argues for an ethical relation which would 

honor opacity rather than transparency when interacting with minority texts. Translation, he 

argues, is often deployed in an attempt to colonize a work, making it more transparent and 

legible to the dominant culture. Turning to Mexico, I would like to explore how bilingual, 

                                                           
9 The National Commission for the Development of Indigenous Peoples 
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indigenous literature is partially implicated in such colonization. The demand that indigenous 

writers in Mexico provide Spanish translations of their work orients texts towards monolingual 

Spanish-speakers, who come to interact with these works on a thematic level alone. It places the 

communicative burden on indigenous writers. A demand for translation thus places an emphasis 

on how a work successfully or unsuccessfully conveys some form of “universal meaning” that 

must transcend language. Often this process means that the aesthetic and linguistic dimensions of 

texts are evacuated, as an emphasis is placed on meaning over craft or sound. The writers’ work 

becomes valued primarily for its (believed) linguistically universal thematic meaning—not for 

the nuances of sound, rhythm, and language specific meaning, which the native-language text 

contains. While lingua franca, like Spanish, are not inherently problematic in and of themselves, 

when a hegemonic language becomes a lingua franca through domination, it has the dangerous 

ability to sideline the poetical value of other marginalized languages. Moreover, because there is 

a high demand on these works to perform “authentically,” there is further emphasis placed on 

how the texts might convey a “universal,” easily read notion of what it means to be indigenous.  

 In this light, the need for translation in indigenous works can be read as hinging on a 

troubling relationship between center and periphery in social, linguistic, and aesthetic terms. 

Critic Georgina Mejía Amador argues that this relationship is structured so that peripheral 

minorities are linguistically reoriented towards a socially hegemonic center. As such, a demand 

for translation and clarity can be seen as a hegemonic move that aims to keep peripheral 

indigenous groups constantly oriented towards, legible to, and in relationship with the central 

dominant culture.  
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Pineda Santiago’s Contact Zones: Translation and Dual-Creation 

This context is important for understanding the types of obstacles Pineda Santiago faces, 

including histories of cultural and linguistic violence. However, it is also important for 

understanding the dynamic nature of her poetry. Pineda Santiago’s work is consistently marked 

by her use of both Isthmus Zapotec and Spanish. If I take my cue from translation theory, Pineda 

Santiago’s use of translation might be interpreted in two opposing ways. On the one hand, as 

suggested, translation might be interpreted as catering to a hegemonic demand for the work to be 

legible. On the other hand, it might be interpreted as inherently resistant to cultural power 

dynamics as the act of translation destabilizes any notion of origin or authority. However, I argue 

that one of the unique qualities of Pineda Santiago’s work is her ability to blur the line between 

such binaries, to shift the parameters of hegemonic culture in subtle ways. What I intend to 

analyze is this notion of the “mirror poem,” which I theorize as poems and translations that 

actively resists the demand for her pieces to express “universal meaning.” For instance, in my 

second chapter, I will discuss how Pineda Santiago uses visual cues to demand that readers 

compare and contrast the Zapotec and Spanish text, how it flows on the page, hinting at 

differences. I also contend that the content of many of her Spanish pieces calls into question 

many of the binaries and essentialist narratives surrounding indigeneity. In this context, I 

propose to frame Pineda Santiago’s form of resistance, not as an upheaval of existing power 

dynamics, but as a conversation that occurs where and when dominant and indigenous cultures 

meet. If translation orients minorities towards a hegemonic center, for Pineda Santiago, this 

becomes a contact zone where poetry and language have the power to reshape narratives and blur 

existing relations beyond the binary of dominator/dominated.  
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In both chapter 1 and 2 of this thesis, I will closely explore how Pineda Santiago 

poeticizes contact zones, and how, as a poet-translator, she is able to blur binaries and borders, 

whilst rewriting narratives of erasure. In doing so, I will discuss five important factors: 

transnationalism, physical and linguistic/semantic violence, hegemonic relationships to language, 

erasure, and the poetic and sensorial dimensions of Pineda Santiago’s work. In chapter 1, I 

examine how Pineda Santiago mobilizes both local and transnational resources to create an 

assemblage of blurring and bleeding contact zones. By looking at three of her poems, 

“Biaani’/La Luz”, “Bedandá dxi di’ naa/Me llegó este día”, and one untitled poem from her work 

Guie’ ni zinebe: La flor que se llevó, I examine how the act of blurring these contact zones 

allows histories of violence to resurface and be rearticulated, rewriting histories of erasure. In 

chapter 2, I examine the hegemonic relationship between Spanish and Zapotec more closely. I 

then focus on the ways in which Pineda Santiago uses the contact zone between languages to 

create new transnational and translinguistic relations. I examine how her poetry has crossed into 

the United States and the capacity of her work to construct dispersed communities. I then look at 

the poetic and sensorial dimensions of her work. While these dimensions are not limited to the 

political, they are expressed in ways that tie into larger discussions of erasure. I will thus argue 

that the formal elements of her work call attention to the similarities and differences between 

Spanish and Zapotec, demanding that they both be considered on equal terms. Finally, in my 

conclusion, I will turn to the local to discuss how Pineda Santiago and her work has impacted her 

community, particularly in terms of education and cultural-linguistic sustainability.  

Throughout this thesis, I contend that Pineda Santiago’s work occupies, redefines, and 

expands a host of contact zones, situating her expression of personal voice firmly in a borderland 

space where numerous communities, perspectives, and narratives meet. I propose that her work 
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demonstrates the powerful ability of language and poetry to cross, blur, and deconstruct a binary 

notion of borders and turn such divides into contact zones where both connection and division, 

similarity and difference, pain and joy might co-exist. This ability is just one of the many 

valuable aspects of Pineda Santiago’s work, but it is perhaps most invaluable now at a time 

where language and power are being visibly mobilized to call for fear and division, when we are 

being asked to build walls, and when the most visible alternative to hate asks us to come together 

by ignoring and erasing difference completely. In these times, Pineda Santiago’s voice is more 

important than ever. Her poetry demonstrates the power of language to rewrite mythologies of 

erasure and abjection—asking us to listen and dwell in uncertainty, to move beyond weak, color-

blind notions of multiculturalism, to dwell in spaces where the nuances of both similarity and 

difference are allowed to co-exist in a brilliant assemblage that bleeds.     
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Chapter 1 

 Bleeding Assemblages 

 

“Lu tobisi rini, yuuba ne guendaranaxhii.” / “Por la sangre, el dolor, y el amor.”  

(Pineda Santiago, Guie’ ni zinebe 5) 

 

 “¿Cuál es la medida exacta/en la que puede dividirse el corazón…?”10 Irma Pineda 

Santiago asks in her 2013 collection Guie’ ni zinebe: La flor que se llevó (9). The work is 

dedicated to “the blood, the pain, and the love” of her community. The multimodal collection 

combines her poems in Isthmus Zapotec and Spanish alongside a series of black-and-white 

photos by Frida Margarita Hartz Rocha. The poems largely focus on conveying the pain, anger, 

and loss experienced by indigenous communities due to state violence. However, while the 

poems depict physical, cultural, and linguistic violence, they also highlight moments of unity, 

hope, and resilience. The accompanying photos depict individuals from indigenous communities 

as well soldiers with guns and riot gear. Together, the poems and photos draw together a network 

of relationships and narratives in which indigenous peoples are immersed. These include a long 

history of violence and erasure, which has denigrated and marginalized indigenous voice. The 

work connects histories of violence which are often erased, exposing the wounds that still bleed. 

Yet, the work also sketches a complex set of relations that constitute a community with both 

shared and personal, multifaceted experiences of hope and loss, of expression and silence.      

 Irma Pineda Santiago’s poetry has this capacity to connect a multitude of experiences and 

relationships, placing multiple narratives alongside one another. Her work begs questions of how 

                                                           
10 What is the exact degree to which the heart can be divided? 
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we can forge and maintain relations when placed in sociopolitical contexts that strive to erase 

nuance, connection, and narratives of violence. Yet in asking the question, her work assembles a 

network of relations to tell stories of complex experience that are not dictated by binaries, stories 

that allow pain and joy to co-exist, that allow borders between the local and the global to 

intermix, forging new assemblages of nuanced relationality and meaning. 

 In this chapter, I explore the way in which Pineda Santiago’s poems construct complex, 

nuanced relations that blur binaries and push back against hegemonic narratives that erase the 

intricacies of indigenous culture and expression. I begin by explaining the history of language 

ideology in Mexico and how this has long been connected to a process of erasure that has 

oversimplified and marginalized indigenous culture as a means to establish and uphold a 

definition of Mexican nationalism. I then move into a related discussion of hegemonic clarity, in 

which I argue that the dominant culture demands indigenous people express their relationship to 

dominant culture and dominant cultural narratives in a clear, transparent manner. In the second 

half of the chapter, I theorize that Pineda Santiago’s work resists such an expectation for clarity 

by creating an assemblage of relations, where the connections are blurry, resisting dominant 

binary logics. I will analyze how this model, which I term a bleeding assemblage, functions 

within Pineda Santiago’s poetry, examining the way her poems intentionally blur narratives that 

propagate the erasure of indigeneity. Through the chapter I will analyze three of Pineda 

Santiago’s poems, “Biaani’/La Luz”, “Bedandá dxi di’ naa/Me llegó este día”, and an untitled 

poem from her work Guie’ ni zinebe: La flor que se llevó. All of these poems blur boundaries at 

the levels of language, imagery, and ideology, traced with histories of violence and hope which 

are often erased.  
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Narratives of Indigeneity in Mexico: (Hi)stories of Erasure and Abjection 

To understand the ways in which Pineda Santiago disrupts and reconstitutes assemblages 

of relationality and meaning, it is important to understand how colonialism, neocolonialism, and 

globalization have shaped relations and myths surrounding indigeneity. Modern day Mexico is a 

country that prides itself on its multiculturalism. This stance offers a model in which the 

country’s linguistic and ethnic diversity is purportedly recognized and honored. However, such a 

model is far from perfect. The government officially recognizes 56 indigenous languages with 

the assumption that language and ethnicity have a one-to-one correspondence. Yet, this 

assumption does not allow for true representation of colloquial speech or expression of voice. 

Taking my cue from the work of Richard Ruiz and his work on multilingual-student education, I 

argue that voice is the capacity of an individual or group to have the agency and space to speak 

and be heard. It is important to acknowledge that, despite the multilingual stance of the Mexican 

government, having access to voice is not an inherent result of having access to language, just as 

voice is neither expressed nor suppressed solely through language. In his work, Richard Ruiz 

explains that,  

Language has a life of its own—it exists even when it is 

suppressed; when voice is suppressed, it is not heard—it does not 

exist. To deny people their language…is, to be sure, to deny them 

voice; but, to allow them ‘their’ language…is not necessarily to 

allow them voice. Indeed, this may be the most evil form of 

colonialism, because everyone, even the colonizers themselves, 

recognize it as just the opposite. To have a voice implies not just 

that people can say things, but that they are heard.  (Ruiz 321) 

 

Providing spaces where people can be heard requires not just giving room for language to 

be spoken, but also demands a reconstruction of social attitudes towards minority languages and 
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their speakers. Given this distinction, it is important to note the ways in which Mexico’s 

multicultural model falls short of offering actual equity in terms of voice.  

 While the Mexican government recognizes 56 languages, many linguists would argue 

that these are not primarily languages, but, by and large, language families. In truth, scholars 

identify anywhere between 92 and 287 indigenous language varieties within Mexico (Lastra, 

“Mexico,” Tinajero and Englander). Moreover, a long history in which idealized “pure” forms of 

indigenous language (that is forms that supposedly remain static and do not intermix) were 

established has eclipsed the true linguistic diversity of the nation, part of a process of erasure 

which has both marginalized and essentialized indigenous culture as a means to establish a stable 

national identity (Armstrong-Fumero). This has allowed the Mexican government to display 

multiculturalism, all the while containing difference. This model chooses to ignoring the 

complexity of relations in and between cultural groups, choosing either to label each group as 

entirely distinct or to collapse differences and lump them together under a narrative of 

homogeneity.   

Such attempts to contain difference are evident when looking at the demands placed on 

contemporary indigenous subjects in Mexico, particularly writers. Among these demands are 

those for linguistic and cultural authenticity, wherein “authenticity” must be expressed through 

“pure” indigenous language and ethnic expression. In Mexico, “pure” forms of indigenous 

languages and culture have been developing since early conquest, and they continue to dictate 

which groups have access to voice. Purist forms first appeared in the 16th Century, when the 

Spanish-speaking scribes of the colonial period (primarily clerics and missionaries) began to 

document indigenous languages by copying out texts and writing dictionaries and grammars. 

This documentation relied on and led to early monolithic conceptions of “pure” forms of 
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indigenous speech. To be documented, the languages themselves had to be considered uniform. 

This left out the possibility that different dialects or language varieties might exist (Armstrong-

Fumero).  

This notion of “pure” language was further developed during the rise of nationalism in 

Mexico. Beginning around 1821, when Mexico gained its independence from Spain, new 

ideologies were forming in regards to nation, language, and citizenship (Armstrong-Fumero). 

Benedict Anderson, in his work Imagined Communities, marks this era in the Americas as 

fundamental in the rise of nationalism. With this rise came the notion of a unified language, 

essentially one language=one nation (Anderson). This meant that Mexican creoles, in an attempt 

to distance themselves from Spain, turned to indigenous languages in the hopes of centering their 

national identity around a new national language. In doing so, creoles did not choose any single 

language, but rather collapsed linguistic diversity, constructing a monolithic idea of indigenous 

language and culture with which to construct national identity. At the same time, however, this 

period also coincided with Romanticism and notions of hierarchy, including a distinction 

between the primitive and the civilized—a hierarchical difference that was mapped onto 

language and class (Armstrong-Fumero). The creole upper classes found themselves in what 

Fernando Armstrong-Fumero refers to as “a double bind”. On the one hand, creoles wanted to 

construct a notion of nationhood around indigenous language. On the other hand, they wanted to 

maintain a distance between themselves and the “primitive,” lower-class indigenous peoples. 

The result was that Mexican creoles further established and subsequently elevated purist forms 

of indigenous identity and language. These “pure” forms were homogenous forms that had 

supposedly not changed since their early inscription in the 16th century. They were conceived as 

static forms that did not mix with Spanish (Armstrong-Fumero). Incidentally, most indigenous 
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languages had not remained static over the 300 years since colonial contact. Rather, they 

changed, adapted, and mixed with Spanish. This meant that national identity became centered 

around forms of indigenous identity and language that were always temporally and spatially just 

out of reach. Therefore, even if they did not learn the language, creoles could rely on an 

ideological notion of “pure” indigeneity to construct a distinct notion of Mexican nationality. All 

the while, actual indigenous peoples and their daily speech were left out of this nationalist 

project, kept at the margins, erased, and ignored (Armstrong-Fumero, Tinajero and Englander).  

After the Mexican-Revolution, as the state shifted to a policy of forced castellanización11 

and indigenous subjects were forced into the national project, indigenous peoples and their 

languages remained a symbol of “authentic Mexican identity.” However, this was still always 

indexing something just out of reach, never real, contemporaneous indigenous peoples. At this 

time, the mestizo middle class soon adopted a similar “double bind” as the creoles before them. 

For mestizos, indigenous identity was a part of them, of what made them authentically Mexican, 

yet it still remained something from which to distance themselves. As such, it is not uncommon 

today for bilingual middle-class mestizos to speak “pure”, elevated forms of indigenous 

languages, while the rural, lower-class individuals speak forms of the same language that are 

further marginalized (Armstrong-Fumero).  

Beginning in the 1970s, Mexico began to shift away from castellanización and towards a 

neoliberal model of pluri- or multiculturalism, which persists today. This formed a new ideal of 

national unification based, not on the previous notion of one language=one nation, but on a one-

to-one mapping of language and ethnicity. Because of this, “pure” forms were further entrenched 

                                                           
11 Castellanización comes from the original term for the Spanish language, castellano. Therefore, 

castellanización was a form of forced assimilation in which indigenous subjects were expected 

to adopt the Spanish language and culture.   
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as the “true” monolithic representation of languages and, in turn, cultures (Armstrong-Fumero, 

Tinajero and Englander, Patthey-Chavez). 

 This history is marked largely by a process linguists have referred to as “erasure,” the 

process by which ideology renders people, expressions, facts, and activities invisible when they 

do not align with the dominant cultural mythology (Irvine and Gal 38-39). Thus, indigenous 

people in Mexico are homogenized and expected to be “pure”, to relate to the dominant ideology 

in ways that uphold binaries of visibility and invisibility. This erasure can also be described as a 

form of abjection, whereby indigenous peoples are placed outside the definition of “Mexican 

subjects,” yet at the same time their absence, or displacement frames the very definition of 

Mexican subjecthood from which they are excluded.12 This creates a binary relationship between 

indigeneity and subjecthood.         

 Pineda Santiago’s work cannot be understood outside of the context of this history which 

has directly shaped her experience as an indigenous woman and poet in Mexico. I will therefore 

analyze the way in which Pineda Santiago uses poetry to directly respond to this long history of 

cultural and linguistic erasure. I propose that Pineda Santiago’s poetry creates a dialogue that 

addresses this history and its implicit violence while also destabilizing the binaries this 

mythology constructs—binaries that strictly separate indigeneity from subjecthood and Spanish 

from indigenous languages like Isthmus Zapotec. I argue that, as a result, her poems forge a fresh 

space in which to write (hi)stories, a space that blurs the boundaries of abjection, a space of 

permeability.  

 Such permeability is exampled in the opening piece from Pineda Santiago’s 2005 

collection Nddanni’ Gueela’: En el Vientre de la Noche.  

                                                           
12 Here, I am primarily drawing on Judith Butler’s conception of the abject as she formulates it in 

her work Bodies that Matter.  
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Biaani’  

Ne biaani’ zanda gu’yu’ xi cá cue’ yoo 

zanda gannu’ xi die’ lú binni. 

Biaani’ riguiñená ni nexhe guidxilayú, 

rutiee ladi binni, 

rutiee bandá’ dxaba’ 

cuxidxi ti nuu xtubi lu gueela’ 

ti miati da 

zucá cue’ yoo cadxibi 

 

La luz 

La luz permite el oficio de mirar paredes, 

adivinar colores que llenan rostros. 

La luz inunda las formas, 

dibuja siluetas, 

sombras fantasmales 

que se burlan de la soledad nocturna 

de una figura frágil 

sostenida en la pared del miedo 

            (7-8)13 

 In the poem, “Biaani’/La Luz”, light and dark, night and day become intermixed. It is a 

piece full of texture, where human bodies become refigured by light and color as well as the 

contrast of sketched shadows. In this figuration, it is not darkness that insights fear in the official, 

but the way that light refigures him/her as fragile and colorless. In this sense, the piece highlights 

the history of violence against the Zapotec and other indigenous peoples in Mexico. Where 

authority and violence are traditionally marked by strength and power, here such domination is 

refigured at a sensorial level as fragility, although the threat of violence itself is not entirely 

erased or forgotten. In this way, both strength and fragility are not framed as a dichotomy, but 

can occupy the same space outside of hegemonic power relations.  

At the same time, the mixing of light and dark, shadows and bodies, blurs clear lines that 

might divide the embodied from the disembodied, the abject from the subject. The textures of the 

                                                           
13 The Light: the light allows the official to look at walls,/ to discern colors that fill faces./ The 

light inundates the figures,/ draws silhouettes/ ghostly shadows/ that slip past the nightly 

solitude/ of a fragile figure/ held on the wall from fear  
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poem, thus, convey a relationship between dominant and indigenous culture and language which 

is permeable. Borders become fragile, destabilizing narratives of erasure and abjection in which 

indigeneity is positioned as the marginalized shadow that defines and outlines Mexican 

subjecthood. As my analysis reveals, the relationship between Zapotec and Spanish, indigenous 

culture and neocolonialism, is far from a dichotomous or unnuanced relationship.  

Even the way in which Pineda Santiago creates “mirror poems” suggests that in her work, 

as in life, Zapotec and Spanish do not exist out of context or relation with one another, but give 

each other texture and form. As I will analyze in more depth in chapter 2, the fact that Pineda 

Santiago presents her Zapotec poems before the Spanish versions, allows for Spanish to become 

at times a shadow of Zapotec, destabilizing the typical dichotomy which relegates indigenous 

language to the shadows of abjection. The Zapotec is written in an orthography adapted from the 

Spanish, Latinate writing system, yet it textures the page more capaciously as it expresses the 

sounds, tonality, and rhythm of a language with very different roots than Spanish. Despite this, 

both languages have been in contact for hundreds of years, changing and intermixing, inflected 

with the history of colonialism. Their relationship, like the relationship of indigenous subjects to 

dominant ideology, as Pineda Santiago configures it, is permeable and unstable. Through her 

work, these relationships are blurred, destabilized as each part of the binary bleeds together.    

 

Writing in Mexico: Demands for Clear Relationality 

 As neoliberal notions of multiculturalism entrench purist forms whilst eclipsing 

colloquial forms of speech and cultural expression, it is to be expected that issues of voice take 

center stage in Pineda Santiago’s work. As a poet, she faces particular demands on self-

representation. Indigenous writers in Mexico are under immense pressure to be culturally 
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representative and “authentic”. Of course, these notions of authenticity are built upon the 

narratives and ideologies surrounding indigeneity that have evolved over time in relation to the 

evolution of discourse surrounding linguistic and cultural purism. As such, it comes as no 

surprise that indigenous writers are expected to write in these “pure” forms, forms which may 

not actually represent the speech of their linguistic communities and which place the content of 

writers’ work under close scrutiny. In either case, the demand is that their work align with pre-

established, unchanging notions of what indigeneity should be.  

 Such demands can be seen as a mandate by the dominant culture for indigenous groups 

and individuals to express their relationship to dominant mythologies with clarity, or in a way 

that recapitulates these ideologies to majority audiences. Sociolinguist Jan Blommaert argues 

that because of globalism “Many people nowadays find their linguistic resources to be of very 

low value in globalized environments…That is, people manage or fail to make sense across 

contexts; their linguistic and communicative resources are mobile or lack such semiotic mobility, 

and this is a problem not just of difference, but of inequality” (3). In Mexico, I argue, such 

inequality has been marked by the dominant culture displacing indigenous expression, thus 

limiting the mobility of indigenous linguistic resources and essentially limiting access to voice. 

In doing so, the dominant culture attempts to dictate the ways in which indigenous people 

construct and express relationality. By relationality I refer to the tangible and intangible 

connections between people, objects, and ideas. These connections, which I refer to as contact 

zones or relations, might be physical, for example, where two or more objects meet and touch, or 

they might be nonmaterial thoughts, emotions, affects, or ideologies. These relationships are 

rarely static and are often in constant negotiation. Dominant cultural narratives, however, often 
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eclipse the complexity of such relations, limiting nuance while forcing indigenous subjects to 

express themselves primarily through their connection to hegemonic mythologies and culture.    

Despite specific demands on how indigenous writers and communities should form 

relations, I propose that, in her poetry, Pineda Santiago works against dominant narratives, 

pushing back against erasure by blurring relational lines. Take for example narratives that 

categorize indigeneity as “authentic” and connected to Western culture only through dichotomy. 

In her 2005 work Ndaani’ Gueela’: En el vientre de la noche, Pineda Santiago presents the 

following poem which begins to deconstruct this binary: 

  

Bedandá dxi di’ naa 

 

Bedandá dxi di’ naa 

 ne riuunda’ manihuiini’ bisigánicabe laa 

 ne xho’ yu dxe’ ndaani’ guisu guiiba’ 

 ne ti guchachi’ die’ lu xhaba xhiiñe 

 ne diidxa’ naxhi diidxazá 

 ni biaxha lu ludxi benda’ 

 

 Bendandá dxi di’ naa 

 cadi suguaa biulú ruaa guiru biaani’ lidxe’ 

 gasti’ yu ga’nda’     gasti’ beleguí    gasti’ guie’ 

 xhuuba’ 

 Qui guini ti ngupi ni guiree lá dxita ladi 

 gasti’ stiidxa’ bixhozegola’ nidiee 

 lu suudi huadxí di’ 

  

 Bedandá dxi di’ naa 

 Ndaani’ ladxido’ ti guidxi zitu     

 

Me llegó este día 

 

Me llegó este día 

con cantos de aves silenciosas 

con olor a tierra mojada en las macetas de los 

balcones 

con una iguana dibujada en la playera de mi hijo 

con la dulce palabra diidxazá 

arrancada de la lengua de mi hermana 
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Me llegó este día 

con la ausencia del colibrí en mi ventana 

sin tierra fresca ni estrellas ni guie’ xhuba’  

Sin armadillos para despreciar sus huesos 

sin historias de mi abuelo dibujadas 

en la enagua de la tarde 

 

Me llegó este día  

en el corazón de la ciudad 

    (17-18)14 

 The poem “Bedandá dxi di’ naa/Me llegó este día” stresses a loss, “sin tierra fresca,” “sin 

armadillos,” “sin historias,” yet the piece does not become reducible to any clear dichotomy 

between the city and indigenous community. Certainly, tension remains between indigenous 

experience and dominant culture, but it is a tension based on nuanced histories of violence and 

power rather than an essentialized binary between indigenous and Western conceptions of 

modernization. In the poem, the Zapotec language, “diidxazá” is uprooted (“arrancada”) a word 

textured with visceral traces of violence. At the same time, the language’s uprooting blurs the 

line between loss and presence. While the language is stripped from her sister, it is brought to the 

city, suggesting hope for survival, a hope that exists alongside rather than in pure contrast to loss. 

If the language was uprooted, the pots of soil on the balconies suggest a space of potential 

regrowth.  

In the piece, images of rural life are mixed with what might read as urban modernity, 

such as the iguana on the son’s t-shirt. The narrative of relational dichotomy that places 

indigeneity and modernity at odds is neither ruptured nor affirmed, rather the relation becomes 

                                                           
14 This day: I arrived this day/with the songs of silent birds/with the smell of wet earth in the pots 

on the/ balconies/ with an iguana drawn on my son’s t-shirt/ with the sweet Zapotec word/ 

uprooted from my sister’s language/ I arrived this day with the absence of the hummingbird in 

my window/ without fresh earth nor stars nor guie’ xhuba’/ without armadillos to disregard your 

bones/ without my grandfather’s histories drawn/ on the petticoat of the afternoon/ I arrived this 

day in the heart of the city  
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blurred, images of community bleed into that of urban life—language, nature, community all 

form new relations in response to recontextualization alongside and within urban space. Yet, this 

bleeding does not discount the feelings of loss or the violence implicit in this relation, rather it 

seeks to make them evident as one form of relation that becomes erased by dichotomous notions 

of indigeneity.  

At the end of the poem, Pineda Santiago places herself “en el corazón de la ciudad,” the 

center of the body’s blood distribution, connected to a complex system of veins that allow the 

various components of the body to relate to one another. At the end of the piece, then, Pineda 

Santiago, has established herself in a space where relations both literally and figuratively bleed 

into one another in complex ways, rooted to the embodied experiences of violence, language, 

community, and space. This relational bleeding, I argue, is crucial to understanding Pineda 

Santiago’s work. In the remainder of the chapter I will expand upon how her work restructures 

hegemonic dichotomies and narratives. Through this, I will theorize how Pineda Santiago 

reconstructs narratives of erasure, breaking down the binaries upon which abjection relies.   

 

Networks and Bleeding Assemblages: Por la Sangre 

What is perhaps most striking about Pineda Santiago’s pieces, is that despite their breadth 

in topic, they work at an affective level to restructure and rearticulate relations across 

preconceived boundaries: whether these be the boundaries between languages, between cultures, 

between the local and the global, between indigeneity and modernity, or between reader and 

poetry. As I will demonstrate, the relationship between indigenous people in Mexico and the 

Spanish-monolingual government, has long been marked by violence (bodily, linguistic, cultural, 

economic). In the remainder of the chapter I will concentrate on theorizing how Pineda Santiago 
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finds ways in which to rearticulate these power relations. I propose that Pineda Santiago’s poetry 

does affective work which restructures networks and relations of violence, not erasing their 

traces, but allowing for a space in which to write and express trans-cultural and trans-linguistic 

relationality that is less stringently tied to narratives of oppression and/or erasure. This is 

particularly important at a time when issues of cultural, economic, linguistic, communal and 

environmental sustainability demand a focus on establishing a more ethical form of transnational 

unity.        

Pineda Santiago’s work is full of linguistic and cultural mixings, rewriting lines between 

the local and the global, Zapotec and Spanish, between the reader and her poetry. In her work on 

sociolinguistics and globalization, Jan Blommaert writes that “globalization forces 

sociolinguistics to unthink its classic distinctions and biases and to rethink itself as a 

sociolinguistics of mobile resources, framed in terms of trans-contextual networks, flows and 

movements” (Blommaert 1). While Blommaert’s work focuses primarily on the movement of 

language resources, and while this will be an important component to examine in Pineda 

Santiago’s work, I will use the concept more broadly to theorize the ways in which, networks or 

assemblages of relations are reworked at an affective level in Pineda Santiago’s work, at the 

level of flows.  

By assemblages I am taking my cue from Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari who argue 

for a “principle of multiplicity” in which, there is no origin, no subject or object, only a multitude 

of relations15 (Deleuze and Guattari 8). I am also drawing on Jasbir K. Puar, who takes up queer 

                                                           
15 Deleuze and Guattari also theorize an assemblage or a multiplicity as a rhizome. For Deleuze 

and Guattari, the rhizome is the opposite of the arboreal. The arboreal is linear, branching out in 

a binary fashion. The rhizomatic allows for connections to spring up in non-linear ways, creating 

new connections, relations, and lines of flight without requiring precedence, a logical connection, 

or an origin point. A rhizomatic model resists binaries, embracing ambiguity. It even resists the 
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assemblages as an alternative to intersectional models of identity politics—models which 

presents subjects as static, their experience of self limited to the boundaries of the physical body. 

Rather, an assemblage model accounts for the way in which the individual is in constant internal 

and external interaction with multiple systems (cultural, political, linguistic, etc.), narratives, and 

individuals. Put more simply, when I use assemblage I will be referring to a diffuse network of 

interconnected resources and relations between people, objects, and ideas—this includes 

communities; languages; and the sociopolitical narratives, myths, and power dynamics that 

surround and connect all of this. I choose, however, to term this interconnected web an 

“assemblage,” rather than simply a network because, while networks are often envisioned as a 

static mapping of relationships, assemblages offer a more expansive definition, which accounts 

for the ways in which relations are always in constant flux. Assemblages are constantly shifting 

as resources shift and relationships are renegotiated, yet hegemonic narratives often attempt to 

portray such relations as stable, pre-given, and clearly divisible; in other words, these narratives 

attempt to maintain relational binaries and borders, which uphold existing power dynamics. In 

order to convey how her poetry moves beyond such static binaries, I therefore use “assemblage” 

to capture the mobility of Pineda Santiago’s work. Additionally, I turn to the assemblage to 

account for an expanded understanding of agency. Whereas networks often stress the roles of 

human agents as subjects, assemblages offer a distributed model of agency (“a principle of 

multiplicity”), which includes both human and non-human actors. As such, I propose to look at 

Pineda Santiago’s work itself as an expansive assemblage of which she is just one actor. My 

analysis, therefore, will not frame Pineda Santiago as the central subject, but will place her in 

relation to her work—work which draws together Zapotec and Spanish, technology and poetry. 

                                                           

binary between the arboreal and the rhizomatic. For this reason, the rhizomatic contains, but is 

not limited to, the arboreal (Deleuze and Guattari 8). 
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Her work thus takes up a pedagogical role as it calls on readers to be comfortable with the 

multimodal and the multilingual.   

The power of Pineda Santiago’s poetry is that she is able to construct a thriving, dynamic 

assemblage of relations that move beyond prescribed binaries. Her work begins to rewrite, 

rework, and retranslate relations of silence and violence to form assemblages that permeate and 

bleed. By using the metaphor of a “bleeding” assemblage, I aim to highlight how Pineda 

Santiago’s work blurs the lines of hegemonic relationality (those connections based on and 

confined to dominant narratives of dichotomy and erasure), using affect to begin reconstructing 

complex relations between power, languages, cultures, bodies, nature, and technology. I refer to 

these relations as bleeding because, as Pineda Santiago constructs such connections, they rework 

narratives of dichotomous power relations while acknowledging the possibility for alternative 

narratives of interrelationality that do not simply paint indigenous peoples as ahistorical or 

oppressed. Such bleeding does not entirely resist nor dismantle the systems of power in which 

Pineda Santiago is entrenched, however, it blurs established lines of relationality on which 

narratives of power often rely, particularly narratives that are attached to indigenous language 

and culture in Mexico. Moreover, I argue that Pineda Santiago’s work bleeds in the way that it 

not only highlights histories of violence that are often silenced, but also uses affect to attach this 

violence to language, bodies, cultures, and communities. Finally, I draw on the work of Gloría 

Anzaldúa and her conception of the borderlands as “una herida abierta,”16 a space that is both 

painfully divisive yet coalitional and multifaceted all at once (Anzaldúa 25). In her work, 

Anzaldúa is writing about the U.S.-Mexican border, which she refers to as “una herida abierta 

where the Third World grates against the first and bleeds…the lifeblood of two worlds merging 

                                                           
16 An open wound 
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to form a third country a border culture” (Anzaldúa 25). Although Anzaldúa was writing to the 

specific context of the U.S.-Mexico border, I propose to extend this metaphor of an “unnatural 

boundary,” a bleeding border “in a constant state of transition,” to understand the numerous 

crossings of Pineda Santiago’s work (Anzaldúa 25). The contact zones that Pineda Santiago 

constructs in and through her poetry, are multifaceted borders at which division and unity, pain 

and pleasure co-exist and intermix. They are places where histories of erasure and violence 

resurface, are rearticulated and rewritten. 

 

Rearticulating Violence: Por el Dolor 

 Pineda Santiago’s poetry works to make visible histories of violence, whilst implicating 

them in larger systems of relationality. If, in Mexico, indigenous peoples are configured as 

always spatially and temporally displaced, so too does the violence become displaced from real 

bodies and real places. It is rendered invisible. In the poem “Bedandá dxi di’ naa/Me llegó este 

día,” which I have previously analyzed, Pineda Santiago offers a highly embodied relation of 

indigenous body to urban space, tinged with loss and textures of violence. This attempt to make 

relations bleed, to sensorially capture the experience of a contact zone, is also present in an 

untitled piece from Guie’ ni zinebe: La flor que se llevó. 

 

 Ndí nga guendaridinde 

 rabilu’ landu 

ne bicuaagulu’ lu bi 

ti guirá manuhiini’ nipapa ne ñé 

 

Ndí nga guendaridinde 

 rabidu laaca laadu 

ne xtiidxadu gulu’ nadu  
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Esta es la guerra 

   nos dijiste 

  y disparaste al aire 

  para que todos los pájaros se marcharan 

 

  Esta es la guerra 

   nos dijimos 

  y empuñamos nuestra palabra   

(75)17  

  

 In this piece, Pineda Santiago explicitly addresses the physical, institutionalized violence 

inflicted on indigenous people. This is further highlighted throughout the collection by the 

photos of soldiers and indigenous communities. Some of the photos are of soldiers alone, moving 

through the countryside with tanks and guns. Other photos capture the solemn faces of 

indigenous communities as they perform ceremonies or gather together. In these photos, people 

often dominate the frame, and the focus is on their faces. Then there are the photos which 

capture the moments in which these two groups come into contact—images where women pass 

by armed soldiers on the road or on a foggy street. This particular poem is paired with a photo in 

which three indigenous women stand facing police in riot gear, only separated by a barbwire 

barrier. One woman reaches out her arm towards the soldiers, and it is unclear if it is a gesture of 

anger or a plea for peace. Another woman is carrying flowers. She could be collecting them or 

adorning the barbwire.  

Like the photos, in her poem Pineda Santiago makes violence visible, choosing to name 

the cruelty and bloodshed as “la guerra,” as war, making legible the degree of harm committed. 

However, it is the soldiers, the “you,” which declares this violence to be war, to be justified as 

                                                           
17 This is war/you told us/ and you fired into the air/so that all the birds dispersed/this is war/we 

told ourselves/ and we held fast to our word. Note that the last line could be read in either the 

past or the present tense as “held” or “hold.”  
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more than genocide. The desire to hold onto “nuestra palabra” suggests the desire to hold onto 

the Zapotec language as a means of survival against violence, including linguistic violence. 

However, it also implicates the “you,” and through the “you,” the reader, for ignoring the 

violence committed, for framing this violence as war, and thus erasable and abject as the dead 

become casualties rather than victims. In this light “empuñamos nuestra palabra” also suggests a 

conviction to not hide violence, to maintain relations that bleed and tell the stories of violence in 

embodied ways. This is evidenced in the way “nuestra palabra” is made physical through the act 

of holding on to it. In this piece, then, Pineda Santiago reconfigures a network of relations 

between the reader, the poem, violence, language, the body, community, and neocolonialism. 

Through this she creates an assemblage that bleeds, which confuses and complicates narratives 

built on dichotomous logic, and which makes histories of embodied violence legible. The abject 

resurfaces, breaks through the skin, and bleeds life.  

 

Conclusion: Por el Amor  

In her own definition, Julia Kristeva describes the abject as, not death, but that which 

marks the fragility of life. Blood is thus abject in the way that it marks the close, often 

unpredictable divide between life and death. It begs us once again to rearticulate Pineda 

Santiago’s question: “¿Cuál es la medida exacta en la que puede dividirse el corazón?” (Guie’ ni 

zinebe 9). Given the bleeding relations that constitute Pineda Santiago’s poetry, this is not a 

question that can be easily answered. Pineda Santiago underscores this uncertainty when she 

offers her own answer in the final poem of Guie’ ni zinebe: La flor que se llevó.  
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Pa nguiu ca nuxhale’ mudu sti’ 

pa guie’ guidiruaabe ñele’ 

ti ninababe diidxa’ 

ti nibeebe diidxa’ ga’ chi’ ndaani’ bá yanne’ 

ñabe’ laabe: 

     ladxido’ ti binni 

     zanda guilaa bia’ticasi 

     pa chi tiizi guendaranaxhii 

Ne ñabe laabe: 

     Neca nacabe na’ guendanadxaba’ 

     laaca 

              bizana’ nga laabe   

 

Si el hombre hubiese abierto su capullo 

si la flor de sus labios se hubiese extendido 

para pedir la palabra 

para llamar a la palabra escondida en mi garganta 

yo le diría: 

   que el corazón de una persona 

   puede dividirse infinidad de veces  

   para repartir su amor 

Y le diría: 

              que a pesar de ser la mano del odio 

   él también  

        es mi hermano   

          (102-103) 18 

Her answer bleeds, allowing for division and coalition, love and pain to be embodied and to co-

exist. Her model of love is at once joyous and violent, where the body must bleed beyond its own 

borders in order not to break. The poem encapsulates both unity and division, yet not the division 

of binaries, but an infinite division which creates spaces of permeability between hate and 

kinship. This answer, much like the question to which it responds, blurs relations, allowing 

binaries to bleed and undoing narratives of certainty. Yet while such uncertainty makes it 

difficult to make large sociopolitical claims, it becomes possible to tell stories, to reimagine the 

                                                           
18 If the man had opened his cocoon/if the flower of his lips had widened/ to ask for the word/to 

call for the word hidden in my throat/I would tell him/ that a person’s heart/can divide itself an 

infinite amount of times/ in order to share its love/and I would tell him/that despite being the 

hand of hate/he also/is my brother  
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narratives that articulate mythologies of erasure, to create new connections and relations that dig 

into the wounds where binary relations meet. Irma Pineda Santiago’s poems convey language 

and stories that are still very much alive, nuanced in their relations, and highly contextual.  

The idea of a bleeding assemblage, thus, becomes a productive model to understand how 

Pineda Santiago’s work traffics in a number nuanced relations. It expresses the way in which she 

explores a multitude of contact zones between communities, languages, ideologies, and even 

readers. In these contact zones, relations are continually rearticulated and retranslated while 

binary models of relationality bleed and become destabilized. This act of blurring will be 

discussed further in chapter 2, where I will analyze the transcontextual, transnational, and 

translinguistic dimensions of Pineda Santiago’s work. I will explore the physical, linguistic, and 

cultural borders that Pineda Santiago’s work crosses, borders which equally divide and connect. 

Moreover, the bleeding assemblages Pineda Santiago constructs are crucial to understanding how 

she uses her “mirror poems” to translate and transform larger social narratives surrounding 

language and indigeneity. In the next chapter, I will look more closely at how Pineda Santiago’s 

poetry engages with and constructs transnational communities. I will also more thoroughly 

explore the poetic and sensorial dimensions of her work, delving into the process by which she 

uses form, sound, orthography, and translation to recenter a discussion of Zapotec’s aesthetic 

value.                  
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Chapter 2  

The Work of the Poet-Translator 

 

 In December of 2012, Irma Pineda Santiago visited Seattle, Washington where she and 

translator Wendy Call recorded a number of her poems in Zapotec, Spanish, and English. Call 

began translating Pineda Santiago’s poetry into English in 2008 when she was introduced to the 

work by a neighbor in Seattle, a Zapotec immigrant from southeastern Oaxaca. Four years later, 

Pineda Santiago and Call gave a trilingual presentation to an audience made up primarily of 

Mexican immigrants in Seattle. Discussing the event, Call explained that “Over the three years 

that I’ve worked with Irma, she and I have carried words back and forth across political, cultural, 

and linguistic borders, between overlapping communities of poets and recent Mexican 

immigrants. In the basement studio that night, the borders all faded as her poetry blossomed” 

(“Carrying Words”). This description can in many ways be applied to Pineda Santiago’s work as 

a whole and the way in which she brings multiple languages together to create fresh narratives 

and relationships which blur the borders and binaries drawn by centuries of colonialism.  

In chapter 1, I discussed the way in which Mexico’s narratives regarding nationalism and 

indigeneity work on a system of erasure, constructing Mexican nationalist identity through the 

erasure of indigeneity from public spaces, thus prompting the myth that indigenous people and 

their cultures exist always just out of reach. Another way in which this manifests is through the 

colonial mythology that indigenous peoples and communities are always imagined to be local, 

contained, and unchanging. That is, the ways in which they participate in globalism are rarely 

acknowledged, let alone the ways in which they might create dispersed, transnational relations. 

Yet, in the events that Wendy Call narrates, Pineda Santiago’s poetry became a means through 
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which such a dispersed community was forged and strengthened. Her reading highlighted 

existing contact zones that expand beyond borders, beyond the dichotomies of indigeneity and 

globalism, indigenous and colonial language, and even Mexico and the United States.  

This ability to create new contact zones, new connections between individuals with 

varying experiences, is at the heart of Pineda Santiago’s work. Perhaps the way Pineda 

Santiago’s poetry is best able to create such connections is through her process of creating and 

presenting “mirror poems” in Zapotec and Spanish. Through this creation, and her decision to 

present the poems alongside one another, Pineda Santiago is able to create a new borderland, a 

contact zone where language resources meet and where the act of contact is also a blurring, a 

bleeding. As I argue more fully in chapter one, Pineda Santiago’s work takes on a wide 

assemblage made up by a relation of linguistic, social, and affective resources. By making these 

contact zones bleed, Pineda Santiago creates a shift in the binary narratives that surround 

indigeneity, her community, and her language. Moreover, this blurring undercuts binary logics 

surrounding even the idea of borders, allowing them to at once be both a place of division and of 

contact. It is a border that bleeds, where Spanish and Zapotec interact in a shared space, showing 

readers that while Spanish may play the role of the dominant (or dominator) language, the 

Zapotec language is very much alive.  

 In this chapter, I will examine this shared space that Pineda Santiago creates with her 

poems. I will first give a brief background on the Isthmus Zapotec language and its orthography. 

Then I will examine how Pineda Santiago’s poetry pushes back against erasure and purity 

narratives through the use of form and the sensorial dimensions of the poems. Through this 

discussion, I will theorize how she takes on the role of a poet-translator, writing dual-creation 

poetry that allows for both similarity and difference to co-exist and bleed together. I will then 
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return to a discussion of transnationalism, noting how Spanish, Zapotec, and even English have 

interacted and at times intermixed.  I will conclude by touching on how Pineda Santiago is able 

to forge dispersed communities by enlivening contact zones, allowing them to bleed. 

 

Diidxazá: Isthmus Zapotec Language and Orthography 

Isthmus Zapotec or diidxazá is a language that is spoken in the coastal plain of the 

Isthmus of Tehuantepec in Oaxaca, Mexico. Isthmus Zapotec is an Otomanguean language and a 

variant of the larger Zapotecan subfamily. The Zapotec family consists of at least seven distinct 

languages, none of which are considered mutually intelligible. This classification, however, is 

often disputed, as it is debated whether certain variations of Zapotec should be considered 

dialects or separate languages. More generous estimates put the number of Zapotec languages at 

around 60. Irma Pineda Santiago writes in Isthmus Zapotec, a language spoken by nearly 

200,000 people. Isthmus Zapotec has multiple dialects and may vary between villages. In the 

village of Juchitán from which Pineda Santiago hails, multiple variations of Isthmus Zapotec are 

spoken (Britton ix).  

The Zapotec language was one of the first written languages in the Americas. By 600 

BCE, the Zapotec people had developed a glyph-based system which lasted 1400 years, 

disappearing before colonization. Poetry and prose traditions were then passed on orally until the 

late 19th century, when the Spanish, Latinate alphabet was adapted in various forms. When Irma 

Pineda Santiago began writing some twenty years ago, there was no universal writing system in 

place. Wendy Call explains 

At the time Irma was writing her first poems…there were five 

alphabet and syntax systems in use for Isthmus Zapotec. There was 

no real dictionary. Educated entirely in Spanish, Irma learned to 

read and write her home language through the few published 
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Zapotec books on her family’s and neighbors’ bookshelves. She 

composed poems in her head, then hunted word by word through 

the books to find the words in her poems. (“Carrying Words”) 

Today, writers are close to agreeing on one orthographic system, although there is no school to 

teach children how to read or write the language (“Carrying Words”). 

Isthmus Zapotec has five basic vowel sounds. They are pronounced longer when they are 

stressed, and stress is typically placed on the penultimate syllable. Like Spanish, however, acute 

accents are used to mark stress that deviates from this rule and to mark words that have the same 

spelling. Vowels can also be clipped, or shortened. This is typically marked orthographically 

through an apostrophe following the vowel. If two vowels are written next to each other, this 

indicates that the two vowels are pronounced separately with a glottal stop. Unlike Spanish, there 

are no diphthongs. Zapotec also contains several nasalized consonants and elongated consonants. 

Moreover, Zapotec, unlike Spanish or English, is a tonal language, with four tones (low, rising, 

falling, and high). Differences in tone are used to denote differences in meaning between words 

that would otherwise be pronounced the same. Tone changes are not typically marked 

orthographically. Isthmus Zapotec sentence structure follows verb-subject-object (VSO) order 

(both Spanish and English are SVO). One other large difference between Isthmus Zapotec and 

languages such as Spanish and English, is that Isthmus Zapotec is agglutinative, meaning that 

affixes (prefixes, suffixes, and infixes) can combine into a single word.19 In some cases this 

results in one word acting as a whole simple sentence (Britton 1-8). In Pineda Santiago’s work, 

the similarities and differences between Zapotec and Spanish are reflected in the orthography 

and the way the two languages take up space on the page in unique ways.  

                                                           
19 Both English and Spanish have some degree of agglutination, such as plural markers, for 

example. However, neither are classified as an agglutinative language. 
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While this does not even scratch the surface of Isthmus Zapotec grammar or phonology, 

it does demonstrate the ways in which the language both sounds and looks distinct from Spanish 

and English. Irma Pineda Santiago is quite aware of this fact. She argues that allowing people to 

hear Isthmus Zapotec spoken “permite que la gente pueda acostumbrarse al sonido de los 

idiomas originarias de México más allá de entenderlos o no, que puedas disfrutarlos…por el 

sonido de la musicalidad”20 (“Poesía indígena” 26:30). Given her perspective, her performance in 

Seattle is all the more powerful as it gave another platform from which Isthmus Zapotec could be 

heard. In 2013, Pineda Santiago also published her multimodal work Guie’ ni zinebe: La flor que 

se llevó with its accompanying audio CD. This was the first time I had heard Isthmus Zapotec 

spoken—the way the rhythm changes between long and clipped vowels, the mixing of elongated 

consonants, and the rising and lowering in pitch created a visceral rhythm, una musicalidad that 

you feel almost immediately. The cadence feels different from the smoother sounding Spanish, 

yet the two languages spoken side-by-side complement each other well. The addition of the 

audio CD provides readers with an immediate, embodied experience of the language with its 

sonic specificities and oral textures. The work’s insistence that we hear thus becomes a matter of 

not just expressing language but also voice.      

Isthmus Zapotec and Spanish also create their own textures on the written page. While a 

reader that does not understand Zapotec will most likely assume that the Spanish poems share 

the same content as the Zapotec pieces, it is apparent upon looking at the poems that they are 

different. Although Pineda Santiago is using Latinate orthography, because of the distinct nature 

of the languages, each has its own texture on the written page. Differences in word length or the 

number of words used, agglutination, apostrophes to mark shortened vowels—all of these factors 

                                                           
20 It allows for people to become accustomed to the sound of the original languages of Mexico 

beyond understanding them or not, for you to be able to enjoy them for the sound of musicality. 
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make the words flow across the page in different patterns based on the language. While the 

Spanish moves across the page at a measured pace, in smaller, more even units, the Zapotec is 

thicker on the page, with long, agglutinative words and repeated vowels dominating many lines 

in a way that might be considered visually overwhelming to first time viewers. Each language 

paints the page differently structured by grammatical specificities. At this visual level, the way in 

which Pineda Santiago places her “mirror poems” next to one another sets up a dialogue about 

the narratives surrounding indigenous language. She thus creates a contact zone between 

languages where differences and similarities are highlighted.            

 While it is rare in her work, there are a few of her Spanish poems which use Zapotec. 

In the Spanish version of her poem “Lade yoo/Callejones,”21 Pineda Santiago writes:  

Mi pueblo tiene callejones oscuros 

donde los niños se reúnen a contar historias 

para atraer a duendes y poner en práctica 

el canto de exorcismo que enseñó la abuela: 

Dope ca guichi gué binidxaba’ huiini 

dope ca guichi che’ca’ gabia.’  

 (Doo yoo na ga bia 41) 22 

 

In “Callejones,” the exorcism is left in Zapotec, a move which adds to the sensorial description 

of Juchitán. It is the sound itself that is important, drawing the reader’s attention in this moment 

to the sonic particularities of Zapotec. Moreover, this demonstrates that the two languages are 

not entirely separate, but that code switching occurs in specific cultural contexts. It thus becomes 

clear that while Pineda Santiago’s model of creating “mirror poems” establishes the two 

languages as largely separate from one another, the two languages do bleed together in subtle 

ways. They become tied to one another at a sociolinguistic level. As such, the poem resists 

                                                           
21 Alleyways 
22 My town has dark alleyways/where the children gather to tell stories/to attract spirits and put 

into practice/the exorcism song that the grandma taught  
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narratives of purity, which attempt to depict indigenous languages as static, as uninfluenced by 

social context, and as entirely separate from Spanish.       

The blurred borders of Pineda Santiago’s work, push back against narratives that place 

indigenous language, culture, and peoples as always just out of reach. The way that Mexican 

nationalism has evolved in relation to indigenous culture, as I trace in chapter 1, divides 

indigeneity, sets it apart, constructs a border that can only divide or connect, but not both at the 

same time. In order to support narratives of pluriculturalism, this border is constructed as one of 

contact and connection, but when it comes to granting equity in terms of resources, respect, and 

voice, the border is once again conceived of as one of division. This propagates an either-or 

dichotomy of similarity and difference. Yet, what I believe Pineda Santiago’s work does so well, 

both in content and form, is to blur the lines of such a dichotomy, allowing similarity and 

difference to co-exist, to bleed into one another, just as Zapotec and Spanish have changed one 

another but remain distinct, alive, valuable. Through this bleeding of languages, in this bleeding 

border space, Pineda Santiago is able to use her poetry to shift narratives that seek to erase and 

collapse the complexity of indigenous language, culture, and voice.  

 

Aesthetic Dimensions: Tracing Similarity and Difference 

In writing her poems in Zapotec as well as Spanish, Pineda Santiago pushes back against 

erasure, bringing Zapotec into a shared space with Spanish. Within this space of the bleeding 

contact zone, Pineda Santiago is able to use her native language to challenge a traditional, 

hegemonic center/periphery relationship by creating multiple centers of authority. This can be 

seen foremost in the way that Pineda Santiago always includes the original Zapotec versions of 

her work with her Spanish translations (rather than providing the Spanish translations alone). 
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Due to the simple presence of the language, Pineda Santiago is able to reassert visibility and 

authority for her Zapotec works and the Zapotec language, although not in any idealized, fully 

resistant mode. I would argue, that the very presence of indigenous language in the text asks 

readers to engage with the Zapotec work in a momentary capacity. While this presence and 

juxtaposition with the Spanish counterpart does not move these Zapotec works out of relation 

with hegemonic narratives, it gives them room to push back against erasure and speak to readers 

in a fresh way, to form new relations with readers if only for a moment.           

 A clarifying example of this process at work comes in Pineda Santiago’s most read 

collection Doo yoo ne ga’ bia’: de la casa del ombligo a las nueve cuartas. In the work, the 

Zapotec and Spanish pieces are juxtaposed vertically (rather than side-by-side) due to the digital 

format.23 The Zapotec is offered first, followed by the Spanish below. The following is an 

excerpt of the poem “Doo yoo/La casa del ombligo” from Doo yoo ne ga’ bia’ (note that there 

would be a page break between the Zapotec and Spanish versions): 

 I 

 Dxa ndaanilú’ guní dxapahuiinique 

 dxa ni nabeza deche guiigu 

 —ni riní’ ne binniguenda—. 

 Biindabeni lu xquenda ruyadxilu 

 ti yanna dunabepe’ ruzaani’ lulu’ 

 

 Ma gadxe si lii 

 guní' ca gunaa gola, 

 dxa tipa xi’dxu’ 

 ma nalaga dxita xha’nu 

 ruzaani xhagalu’.           

 

  

 

 

 

                                                           
23 Because the collection was published as part of a series by the Mexican government, it largely 

followed the same formatting used for all poetry collections in the series, which placed each 

version of a poem on its own page.    
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I 

 Tu vientre está habitado 

 dijo la niña que vive del otro lado del río 

 —a que habla con los espíritus—. 

 Lo leyó en tu mirada 

 porque es demasiado el brillo de tus ojos. 

 

 Te miras diferente 

 dijeron las mujeres más ancianas 

 turgentes se notan tus senos 

 anchas tus caderas, 

 encendidas tus mejillas.  

(16-17) 24  

  

Arguably, what is demanded of the reader when Pineda Santiago offers this vertical 

juxtaposition of her pieces is an engagement with the Zapotec text first. Such placement delays 

the reader from reaching the Spanish works, asking the reader to linger with the Zapotec text for 

just a fraction longer (even if only through a momentary attempt to distinguish if the text is in 

Zapotec or Spanish). Moreover, should these works be presented side-by-side, as they would be 

in her hard copy publications, there would still be the demand on the reader to interact with the 

Zapotec work, even if it is only in the periphery of their view. Many of her print collections 

present most of the poems side-by-side, with shorter poems sharing the page vertically. This shift 

in form can be confusing and asks the reader to slow down, to discern which portions of the page 

are in Zapotec and which are in Spanish. In the excerpt above, readers might note the way that 

the first stanza of the Zapotec piece flows thick on the page, with long words creating a sense of 

expansion, while the second stanza with its shorter words has a fast paced, staccato feel. In 

comparison, the Spanish looks more contained, more evenly paced and balanced in regards to 

                                                           
24 Your belly is inhabited/said the girl that lives on the other side of the river/who speaks with the 

spirits/she read it in your gaze/because the brightness of your eyes is too much/you look 

different/said the eldest women/noticeably ample are your breasts/your hips are wide/your 

cheeks are burning    
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word size. Readers are therefore asked to look at how Zapotec takes up space on and uniquely 

textures the page.    

Thus, Pineda Santiago does more than simply allow Zapotec and Spanish to occupy the 

same amount of space in her work. While many Spanish-monolingual readers might be inclined 

to read the Spanish and entirely ignore the Zapotec, Pineda Santiago uses a variety of formal 

elements, including how she places the poems on the page, in order to draw readers’ attention to 

the comparative aesthetic and sensorial dimensions of her Zapotec pieces. She, thus, uses both 

similarity and difference to blur the borders between her “mirror poems”. She uses the formal 

and linguistic tools at her disposal to strategically renegotiate the position of her work within the 

framework of hegemonic structures, allowing for the formation of new, more complex 

relationships between Spanish and Zapotec. In doing so, Pineda Santiago does not escape the 

forces of hegemony and erasure completely, but she is able to construct her Zapotec texts as a 

new center of authority, no longer erased from view. In doing so, she establishes an aesthetic, 

non-passive relationship between reader and text.  

This aspect of her work thus moves readers beyond a binary relationship where 

indigenous voices are peripheral and oriented towards a hegemonic center. As the poem 

demonstrates, Pineda Santiago plays with and breaks down this relationship. If translation orients 

minorities towards a hegemonic center, for Pineda Santiago, this offers another contact zone, a 

new border or binary to blur. Taking my cue from Francoise Lionnet and Shu-mei Shih’s non-

binaristic model of minor transnationalism, I argue that Pineda Santiago’s process of creating 

“mirror poems” offers a space of contact in which poetry and language have the power to form 

complex, multiple relations, blurred relations that move beyond the binaries of 

dominator/dominated and resistant/oppressed. This is highlighted further in the Spanish version 
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of part I of “Doo yoo/la casa del ombligo” (see page 39), which thematically stresses evolving 

change, interconnectivity, and the visibility of indigenous bodies. It is a poem full of blurred and 

bleeding borders: the interdependent connectivity of mother and child, the connection between 

spirit and physical world, the gradual changes of the pregnant body—a body which is legible to 

others in the community, a body whose nuance is visible to the small child despite the river or 

border that physically divides them.  

In a similar mode, Zapotec and Spanish in Pineda Santiago’s work are relationally 

connected, their similarities and differences reflect upon one another, rendering Zapotec visible 

and entangled in nuanced processes of change and growth. Much as the elderly women in the 

poem know the woman is pregnant through reading the physical changes of her body and seeing 

the gleam in her eye, readers of Pineda Santiago’s work are asked to look at and engage with the 

aesthetic dimensions of the Zapotec pieces. In this way, Pineda Santiago accentuates the 

sensorial and aesthetic aspects of Zapotec that often get erased. 

By placing Zapotec and Spanish in contact, Pineda Santiago, thus demands that Spanish-

monolingual readers become reoriented towards the Zapotec poems as a partial center of 

authority in which readers become engaged even if only for a passing moment. This new center 

remains largely untranslatable and inaccessible to Spanish-monolingual readers, and thus it has 

the potential to be valued for its phonetic, visual, or aesthetic appeal rather than for its orientation 

towards authenticity or universal value alone. Certainly, such juxtaposition does not evacuate the 

impulse to read for a universal meaning in the Spanish translations. However, the lingering that 

the presence of the Zapotec language demands also brings an aesthetic dimension back into the 

work, even if, once again, only for a moment. 
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Within this moment of lingering in which the reader is asked to regard the Zapotec text, 

the aesthetic dimension of the work has the potential to be reinstated as readers are asked to put 

the Zapotec and Spanish versions of each poems in dialogue with one another. Within her work, 

Pineda Santiago both maintains and rejects visual uniformity between her Zapotec and Spanish 

poems in a strategic manner that asks readers to acknowledge the poems’ structural similarities 

and differences. This demand for comparison has the potential to lead readers to an 

understanding of how the works may share an artistic space but do not inherently share a 

straightforward aesthetic, linguistic, or semantic reality.  

Pineda Santiago uses overt visual parallels between the Zapotec and Spanish works in 

order to prompt the reader to momentarily place the two versions in dialogue with one another. It 

is no surprise, therefore, that at first glance there are many visual similarities between the 

Zapotec and Spanish versions of the poems. Many of the poems are designed so that they 

initially appear highly symmetrical in regards to elements such as stanza length and prominent 

visual shaping. For example, compare the following stanzas from part IV of the poem “Doo 

yoo/La casa del ombligo”: 

IV 

 

Cayuunda gunaa: 

 

Baduhiini sicarú stine’ 

ni jmá nadxii ladxidua’ 

bixhozelu’   ni nadxii lii 

ma gudxiide layu’ 

xha ñee ti yaga ro’ 

ra guiapa guisu doo yoo 

   

Guisu ca nalaga, naga’nda 

ti guisiila’dxi’ xquendalu’ 

layú sti bixhosegolanu cayapa laa 

layú ni guluu gúdxacabe ne nisaluna 

ni guluu ndaayacabe ne dxiiña’ 
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Yaga ca naro’ba 

nalaga xpandé’ 

ziula ne nadipa’ na’ 

ti qui chu’ dxi guniná gubidxa lii 

ne bi yooxho que quiñentá lii.        

 

 

IV 

 

Canta la mujer: 

 

Niño hermoso 

al que más ama mi corazón 

tu padre       el que te ama 

ha rasgado la tierra 

a los pies de un árbol grande 

para guardar la olla casa de tu ombligo 

 

La olla es ancha y fresca 

para que el alma de tu ser descanse 

protegida por la tierra de los abuelos 

la que humedecieron con sudor 

la que bendijeron con su trabajo 

 

El árbol es frondoso 

amplia su sombra 

largos y fuertes sus brazos 

para que no exista día en que el sol te lastime 

ni haya viento del norte que te derribe.       

(Doo yoo ne ga’ bia’ 23-24)       

 

Here, it can be seen that the pieces share the same number of lines per stanza, while also 

reflecting one another in terms of capitalization and punctuation. Moreover, they both share the 

visually distinct opening dialogue marker (“Cayuunda gunaa:” or “Canta la mujer:”) and the 

extra whitespace in the center of the fourth line. Particularly due to the parallelism of these more 

pronounced features, the two versions of the piece seem to align at first glance, giving the 

illusion of symmetry.  
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Such alignment of the poems visually prompts the reader to engage with the Zapotec 

pieces (not just the Spanish versions alone), holding readers’ engagement for a lingering moment 

as they compare the two pieces visually. Through this juxtaposition, a dialogue is created 

between the two versions of the text. The readers’ attention is drawn to the visual similarities 

between the works, while perhaps also engaging certain readers in a consideration of their 

differences. This type of engagement opens up the possibility that a comparison of the Zapotec 

and Spanish works might pull the reader further into the aesthetic dimension of the texts and 

away from a singular and universalizing engagement with the Spanish text alone.  

 Therefore, Pineda Santiago’s work uses such similarities to start a dialogue, whilst also 

containing crucial points of structural difference that ultimately allow for the Zapotec pieces to 

be reconsidered for their aesthetic value. Because Pineda Santiago’s poems are dual creations, 

the two versions of each poem represent two separate creations, wherein any notion of 

universalism is highly complicated by the aesthetic and linguistic dimensions of the language 

being used, whether that is Spanish or Zapotec, as Pineda Santiago uses the distinct aesthetics of 

each language to convey a parallel feeling, emotion, or idea.   

Through the use of visual and structural differences, Pineda Santiago calls on the reader 

to recognize the distinction of these two linguistic and aesthetic spaces (Zapotec and Spanish 

respectively). This call to the reader can be seen immediately upon closer inspection when one 

notes the fact that line length varies between the different versions of the poems. Take for 

example the first three lines of section IV of “Doo yoo/La casa del ombligo.” In the Zapotec 

version, the first two lines are even in length, allowing the “ni nadxii lii” to appear visually 

disconnected from the main stanza. In the Spanish version, the second line is longer, however, 

and overlaps slightly with “el que te ama,” such that it remains relatively moored within the 
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stanza in comparison to its Zapotec equivalent. This visual difference is a result of the fact that it 

takes a different number of words in either language to say a similar phrase. Therefore, the piece 

draws attention to the fact that two different linguistic systems are at work. Attention is also 

drawn to such linguistic difference by the last two lines of the piece. The last two lines of the 

Zapotec version end in a repetition of “lii”, while the Spanish lines end respectively in “te 

lastime” and “te derribe.” A reader momentarily attuned to these differences might not realize 

that “lii” is functioning as the direct object “te” (“you”); however, they might reasonably 

acknowledge that on some level these two languages have different linguistic structures. 

Therefore, the presence of these differences accentuates the fact that two different linguistic 

systems are at work. These visual differences call on the reader to acknowledge that, while there 

are certainly similarities, each language has its own particularities that must be attended to.  

Such an in-depth engagement is perhaps overly optimistic. Not every reader will engage 

so deeply in the works, but the demand and possibility that they will do so is present, allowing 

for a possible aesthetic engagement with the work. This potential for aesthetic engagement can, 

in this regard, go further than simply acknowledging on a technical level that two separate 

linguistic systems are at work. Rather it can encompass an engagement with aesthetic elements 

such as sound play for example. A demand for aesthetic engagement can be seen with the 

opening stanza of the poem “Ni Chineu’” or “El Equipaje” from Pineda Santiago’s work Xilase 

qui rié di’ sicasi rié nisa guiigu’: La nostalgia no se marcha como el agua de los ríos. Note that 

in this work, the pieces are presented side-by-side, which also allows for more engagement in 

comparative work. 
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Ni Chineu 

 

Guluu chahui’ ni chineu’ cherica’ 

bisaana guirá ni nanaa 

 guirá ni guchenda ñeeu lu ca neza ca 

Nasisi bia’ ti duubi nga cheu’ 

Ti ganda chu’bilu’      ti ganda guipápalu’ 

     

 

El Equipaje 

 

Prepara tu equipaje 

deja todo lo que pese 

 lo que pueda enredar tus pies en los caminos 

Ligero como una pluma debes partir 

para saltar            para volar   

(8-9) 25 

 

Once again, upon first glance, the two pieces seem to mirror one another as if each comparative 

line were an equivalent unit of meaning. However, like in section IV of “Doo yoo/La casa del 

ombligo”, upon second glance it becomes apparent that there are distinguishable differences such 

as line length. Here the length of the first line stands out quite quickly. This distinction calls on 

the reader to compare the two lines, and perhaps in doing so, come to notice not just that the 

Zapotec line is much longer but that it is also full of rich consonance, with the alliterative 

repetition of “ch” complimented by the “h” in “chahui” and the hard “c” in “cherica.” The way 

such visual differences highlight the sonic/aesthetic dimension of the piece can be found in other 

pieces by Pineda Santiago as well. Another example is an untitled poem from Xilase qui rié di’ 

sicasi rié nisa guiigu’: La nostalgia no se marcha como el agua de los ríos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
25 The baggage: prepare your baggage/leave everything that weighs/that which can tangle your 

feet on the journey/light as a feather you should depart/in order to leap/in order to fly 
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Panda bieque ma bidi guidxilayé di’ 

panda beuu ma bixii rini biaani’ sti’ 

ne lii qui ganda guibiquetu’ 

Bicou’ guichi’ 

biseendu diidxa’ 

ná lu’ ma yaca guendandou’ 

Guirá si dxi          guirasi gueela 

naa cabeza 

guxidxinalu lu yaga ruaa yoo 

ne guuya’ guendanayeche’ lulu’ 

ne gabilu’ naa 

“ma bibgueta 

niá ni yecá cherica’ 

ma gasti’ ziadxa laanu 

ma qui ziu dxi guilaa zquendalisaanu” 

 Nga nga cabeza 

  Lii nga ribeza   

 

 

Cuántas veces ha girado el mundo 

cuántas lunas han derramado su iluminado sangre 

y tú no has vuelto   

Escribiste sobre el papel 

palabras enviaste 

dices que ya pronto volverás 

Cada día        Cada noche 

yo espero 

que tus manos toquen sobre la madera de la puerta 

para contemplar la alegría en tu rostro 

y escuchar que dices 

“he vuelto 

he traído lo que fui a buscar por otros caminos 

nada nos faltará 

no volverá a deshacerse esta unión” 

 Eso espero 

           te espero   

 (84-85) 

 

Once again, I note that Pineda Santiago maintains the most distinct visual elements in 

both versions of the piece, such as the extra whitespace in lines seven and eight or the special 

indentation of the last two lines. However, it is within these similarities that differences become 

apparent. A quick glance at the last two lines of each piece will show that, while the Spanish 
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version repeats the word “espero,” the Zapotec uses “cabeza” and “ribeza” respectively. This not 

only gestures to the fact that two inequivalent linguistic/semantic systems are at work, it also 

draws attention to the use of line-ending rhyme within the Zapotec piece (“di’”/ “sti’”, “laanu” / 

“zquendalisaanu,” “cabeza” / “ribeza”), asking readers to engage with the work’s use of sound 

play. As such, through a mixing of similar and dissimilar visual elements, there is the potential 

that the reader’s attention might be brought to the sonic or aesthetic dimension of the Zapotec 

works. This means that this aesthetic dimension itself becomes a central component of the new 

center created by the Zapotec work.  

  Through such simple, but influential formal decisions, Pineda Santiago renegotiates a 

relationship between periphery and center. While she is still functioning within the realm of 

hegemonic forces, she is strategically utilizing the resistant potential of her work to restructure 

the position of her poetry and her native language within this hegemonic space. In doing so, she 

is able to form a new center around her Zapotec work, a center that does not inherently negate 

the old hegemonic center, but functions simultaneously and strategically alongside it. This allows 

for her work and the Zapotec language to not always have to be structured as solely essentialized 

or peripheral in relation to the majoritarian center. Such formal decisions ask that the work be 

valued beyond universalism and expectations of authenticity, bringing the aesthetic dimension 

back into consideration.   

 

The Task of the Poet-Translator 

The way in which Pineda Santiago draws readers towards the aesthetic becomes a means 

through which to reshape social narratives through less overt means than writing socio-political 

content (although that is certainly a part of her work). In his essay “The Task of the Translator,” 
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Walter Benjamin asserts that “no translation would be possible if in its ultimate essence it strove 

for likeness to the original” (73). This focus on the transformative nature of translation is important 

in understanding how Pineda Santiago’s creation of “mirror poems” functions to shift narratives 

surrounding Zapotec language, culture, and literature. As I have argued, Pineda Santiago’s work 

similarly asks readers to resist a notion of clear one-to-one translation of meaning between Zapotec 

and Spanish, asking readers to consider the ways that the languages intermix yet express their own 

aesthetic-linguistic particularities. Taking on the role of poet-translator Pineda Santiago is both 

original author and translator of works, which she argues are in many ways their own separate 

creations. As such, Pineda Santiago’s work itself, brings together two languages as a means to 

express an aesthetic-linguistic intent which attempts to give value and a degree of voice to Zapotec 

and its speakers. Of course, such intent is not divorced from the hegemonic systems that have led 

Pineda Santiago to do this work and in which she is engaging. Therefore, her work’s intent is 

simultaneously aesthetic and contextually socio-political as it works to renegotiate and blur the 

relationships between text, language, and social-political narrative that arise in those contexts.  

In a broad sense, Pineda Santiago, as both author and translator, takes advantage of 

translation’s ability to transform. At a social-political level her translation works to rewrite the 

relationship between these languages in a multitude of ways. Just one of the ways in which her 

work rewrites this narrative is by emphasizing the aesthetic and cultural value of Zapotec, which 

has been traditionally subordinate to Spanish since the Spanish conquest. As a poet-translator, 

Pineda Santiago demonstrates through her work a new task for the translator: to rewrite socio-

linguistic dialogues and push back against erasure of language and voice. By placing her Zapotec 

and Spanish pieces in relation to one another, she is effectively translating not just Zapotec and 

Spanish but also the myths of purity and erasure that surround indigeneity in Mexico. 
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 In her work, Pineda Santiago attempts to rewrite these degrading myths surrounding the 

Zapotec language. Through the formal juxtaposition of her works, Pineda Santiago demands that 

readers acknowledge the aesthetic dimensions of the Zapotec pieces and value them for the 

aesthetic quality of the language over meaning. By asking readers to engage with the aesthetic 

dimension of her Zapotec pieces and abandon meaning, Pineda Santiago is asking readers to 

once again see the language as an empty signifier. As such the myths surrounding the language, 

particularly those that devalue it, are destabilized, and another dimension can be added to the 

myth, that of aesthetic value. This demand will not in any way overhaul the original myth, but it 

will begin to rewrite it, by allowing new interactions with Zapotec to be performed by the 

readers. This opens up the possibility that, in time, a different myth will be performed when 

Spanish-monolinguals encounter Zapotec or other minority languages, a myth that might honor 

voice rather than abjection. While Spanish-monolingual readers may still come to the work with 

preconceived myths of indigeneity, this is subtly challenged by Pineda Santiago’s poetry which 

asks readers to engage with the presence of Zapotec culture and language if even for a moment. 

Therefore, it is the myths that the readers bring with them that the work begins to rework and 

retranslate, even if it does not entirely overthrow them. Such is the work of the poet-translator.     

 

Conclusion: Transnational Language Communities  

As a poet-translator, one of the benefits of rewriting narratives is the ability to create 

larger transnational movements of people and language that makes local understandings of 

culture and self-expression highly contextual. I opened the chapter discussing Pineda Santiago’s 

visit to Seattle. This event created a context in which her work could forge new relations and 

rearticulate the connections between a dispersed community. Her translation thus challenges the 
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notion that indigeneity is only local, whilst never taking on global dimensions. Rather, as her 

work crosses physical and sociopolitical borders, it challenges the notion that language and/or 

language communities are static and uniform. Her work disrupts narratives of a static, pure 

language as well as the idea that indigenous speech communities remain timeless, uninfluenced 

by cultural mixing and the complex transcontextual dynamics of globalization and immigration. 

Rather, Pineda Santiago’s poetry demands, even if subtly, that readers reconceive how they 

regard indigenous language. In this way, she rearticulates borders as bleeding contact zones.  

Through the events in Seattle and in Pineda Santiago’s work, we see how language 

contact and change is nuanced and that communities can be dispersed. Individuals can live apart 

and change apart, and still find commonality, just as Spanish and Zapotec might in some cases 

grow together but have their differences. This is reflected in the poem “Ni Chineu/El Equipaje” 

(see page 46), which argues that one must let go of baggage to travel the paths ahead, yet 

maintain a connection to one’s roots. This suggests that change is inevitable, but that individuals 

can still find connection to community, because in the bleeding assemblage Pineda Santiago 

constructs, difference and similarity can coexist.   
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Conclusion 

 Looking Inward and Outward 

 

In all of this, I have yet to discuss the way in which Pineda Santiago’s work directly 

impacts her community. As mentioned in chapter 1, while Mexico purports to be pluricultural, it 

primarily exhibits a model of weak multiculturalism such that little effort has been made to 

establish real equity. This can be seen in media access. For example, recent years have seen 

wider access to news, television, radio, and literature in indigenous languages. Such media 

purports to acknowledge the true ethnic and linguistic diversity of the country, yet relies almost 

entirely on purist language forms that elide dialects and language change. Due to this, most 

indigenous viewers, listeners, readers, etc. are unable to identify with this media, as it never truly 

represents them culturally or linguistically. Rather, the media becomes aimed at middle-class, 

bilingual mestizos who speak purist forms of indigenous languages (Armstrong-Fumero). 

The problem goes further when looking at the education system. When Mexico shifted to 

a pluricultural model in the 1970s, this lead to an increase in bilingual education. In 2002, 

Mexico passed The Law of Linguistic Rights, which called for bilingual and multicultural 

education. This resulted in access to education in native languages while cementing the use of 

indigenous languages (primarily Nahuatl) as second-language options in Spanish-speaking 

schools (“Languages of Mexico”, Tinajero and Englander, Patthey-Chavez). The government has 

also given its support to the International Labour Organization’s Convention 169 (also known as 

the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention) and to the UN Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP). Both ILO Convention 169 and UNDRIP have extensive 
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stipulations addressing indigenous language rights, including access to education in one’s mother 

tongue (“International”).  

While certainly a milestone, this process has been far from unproblematic. In terms of 

language itself, the process of bringing indigenous language into institutions has led to an 

increased reliance on purist forms, as there is a heightened emphasis on literacy and on providing 

consistent reading materials (Patthey-Chavez, Tinajero and Englander). As Norbert Francis and 

Jon Reyhner note, one significant result of this educational shift was the attempt to “unify criteria 

among different dialects of each language to arrive at common spelling patterns” (132). Despite 

the changes of the last three or four decades, Mexico’s policy of multiculturalism remains weak, 

focusing primarily on how multiculturalism can further or hinder national development. Pineda 

Santiago notes herself that the government essentially follows a model of “interculturalidad 

functional”26 where inclusion is simulated to reduce ethnic conflict while increasing the 

economic efficiency of the state at the expense of indigenous communities (“La literatura” 307-

308). Such policy relies on neoliberal ideologies whilst ignoring the real social, political, and 

economic work that needs to be done to ensure true equity. Today, a large majority of indigenous 

people live in extreme poverty while being all but left out of the larger political arena.  

While changes in education and language policies have resulted in more linguistic rights 

for indigenous peoples, schools still remain segregated sites of disparity. In comparison to other 

schools, indigenous schools remain highly underfunded with poorly educated teachers, low 

literacy rates, and high dropout rates (Tinajero and Englander). Much of this is due to the fact 

that the Dirección General de Educación Indígena27 is run separately and autonomously from the 

centralized national education system. This is not to say that autonomy itself has led to poor 

                                                           
26 Functional interculteralism 
27 The General Department of Indigenous Education  
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conditions, rather that, by offering quasi-autonomy to indigenous peoples, the government can 

simultaneously control indigenous access to resources and sideline the real issue of inequity 

(Tinajero and Englander, Patthey-Chavez). Moreover, the government pays little consideration to 

the role of voice in indigenous classrooms. As Richard Ruiz asserts, “voice is the central 

ingredient of critical pedagogy; without its consideration, there is no radical reform of 

curriculum” (321). That is, inequalities in education will remain, even where indigenous 

languages are taught alongside Spanish, should student’s (in)access to voice be ignored. Ruiz 

argues that without voice and agency, “there is no such thing as ‘empowerment,’” because 

empowerment comes not when power is bestowed to others (as in quasi-autonomy) but when its 

claimed by and built from within (327). In other words, equity in education will not be 

established without considering how education might be expanded and built around the voices of 

students and communities. While the government can never give indigenous communities and 

students power without impinging on voice, spaces for empowerment can be built from within.  

In Pineda Santiago’s home town, Juchitán, there are no schools in which every student is 

taught how to read and write in the languages spoken in their homes. For years, Irma Pineda 

Santiago has been an advocate of multilingual education, volunteering to teach classes in local 

schools and working at a teachers’ university. She works to educate teachers about the 

importance of bilingualism and dual literacy (Call “Carrying Words”). For Pineda Santiago, 

bilingualism was an essential part of her experience growing up in her community. She describes 

her childhood writing, “Cuando nací, ellos [mis padres] quisieron darme un idioma que me 

facilitara habitar el mundo, así que en casa solo me hablaban en español; pero apenas cruzaba el 

corredor, la vida estallaba en zapoteco: los niños, los juegos, las mujeres vendedoras de frutas y 
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dulces…”28 (“Mis Dos Lenguas” 161). This bilingual experience informs Pineda Santiago’s 

poetry and her efforts to sustaining the collective memory of her culture.  

In an essay from 2012, Pineda Santiago argues that teaching Isthmus Zapotec is a means 

through which to preserve ethnic and cultural identity, allowing new generations to inherent 

knowledge that allows them to connect with and understand their culture. However, she notes 

that despite the importance of passing on this knowledge, there are few adequate teaching 

materials in local schools. In the essay, she notes only three bilingual text books that could be 

used in primary schools. Two of these works were translated by Pineda Santiago herself, and few 

of these works are present in local schools in Juchitán. She notes that many teachers rely on 

bilingual works by local writers that are easily accessible in local periodicals and through the 

internet. As such, Pineda Santiago’s own poetry is often a prominent resource in classrooms.  

Pineda Santiago’s thus uses her poetry within her own community to strengthen cultural 

and linguistic ties, despite the challenges. She argues that in the face of histories of oppression, 

“la literatura se puede establecer no solo como guardiana de la memoria colectiva o restauradora 

del lenguaje…sino también como la comunicadora de la cultura, tanto al interior como al 

exterior del grupo”29 (“La literatura” 309). Pineda Santiago’s work is thus equally about forging 

relations at a community level as it is about rewriting the relationship between indigenous 

language/culture and the dominant Mexican culture. In her essay, she comments that literature is 

“una forma de negarle al extranjero, al dxu’ y huada’ el conocimiento y plagio de esa historia, 

                                                           
28 When I was born, they [my parents] wanted to give me a language that would make it easy for 

me to live in the world, and so, in the house they only spoke to me in Spanish; but I would barely 

cross the street, life was in Zapotec: the children, the games, the women selling fruit and sweets. 
29 Literature can establish itself not just as a guardian for collective memory or as a restorer of 

language, but also as a communicator of culture, both within and outside of the group. 
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sentimientos e ideas”30 (“La literatura” 309). This demand for isolation is seemingly in contrast 

to many of her comments on how indigenous-language literature is crucial in convincing people 

to recognize that “detrás de estas palabras hay una diversidad de culturas, una diversidad de 

lenguas…de pensamientos, y por supuesto de expresar y ser artísticas” 31 (“Poesía indígena” 

54:40). This contradiction expresses the dual-purpose of her work, which is able to demand a 

rearticulation of reader’s relationship to Zapotec culture and language while also maintaining the 

opacity of her work expressed in her process of creating “mirror poems.” Her work thus creates a 

multitude of blurred relations between her work and indigenous communities (both local and 

dispersed), between her work and Spanish-monolingual readers, and between the varying 

narratives that surround these intersections. 

As I noted in chapter 2, Pineda Santiago’s work is particularly timely given the current 

threats to global systems of sustainability. The model of bleeding assemblages which I have 

outlined in Pineda Santiago’s work, allows us to reconsider our place in larger neocolonial 

narratives which further entrench division and erasure. Her poems ask us to consider the real, 

violent consequences of these narratives, particularly as they manifest in cultural and linguistic 

loss. However, I also believe that Pineda Santiago’s work demonstrates the power of language to 

deconstruct and transform such narratives—a model of sustainability through creation. Her 

poetry offers us an alternative model of relationality, where solidarity and coalition do not elide 

or erase difference. Rather, this bleeding, evolving networks of relations has the potential to 

maintain and sustain cultural memory and language, as well as the economic and ecological 

systems on which they rely. By looking both inward and outward, Pineda Santiago conveys the 

                                                           
30 A form to deny the outsider, the dxu’ and huada’ the knowledge and plagiarism of that history, 

feelings and ideas.   
31 Behind these words there is a diversity of cultures, a diversity of languages…of thoughts, and 

of course means of expression and being artistic. 
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importance of creating a multiplicity of relations, relations that are both local and transnational 

and which can support systems of sustainability that honor the nuances of cultural and linguistic 

difference.  

As a poet-translator, her work offers an alternative model of relation that is 

transcontextual, transnational, translingual, and transformative. In the bleeding contact zones, the 

borderland spaces which mark her work, Pineda Santiago thus destabilizes binaries, allowing 

unity and division, strength and fragility, similarity and difference, silence and voice to become 

permeable, to co-exist and express themselves contextually. Pineda Santiago’s work crosses 

borders at a time where we are being asked to build walls, when we are asked to signal unity 

only through weak multicultural models that erase difference. As an alternative, I suggest we 

turn instead to the abject voices, to writers such as Irma Pineda Santiago who are working to 

rewrite histories of erasure. Let us follow their bleeding flows to see where they might lead us.  
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